Maximize the impact of content with Chief’s multi-monitor and flat panel display mounts, ceiling mounts, and carts and stands. Chief mounts assist in the visibility of digital signage, providing easy installation and flexible viewing options. Chief is prepared to take on any project from creation through logistics, understanding the specific requirements that go hand-in-hand with today’s digital signage applications.
Chief understands the specific requirements that go hand-in-hand with digital signage to ensure proper flat panel placement and maximize the impact of the content. Providing strong, functional, aesthetically pleasing and easy-to-install products to help meet diverse needs is our top priority. Retailers, hotels and airports around the world integrate Chief mounts into innovative projects that showcase the best in technology. Choose from wall, ceiling or mobile styles, all which include varying degrees of flexible positioning.
**Ceiling Mounts**

- **JWDU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 100 x 100 mm up to 400 x 400 mm
  - Extends: 20.38" (518 mm)
  - Weight: 75 lbs (34 kg)

- **JHSU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 100 x 100 mm up to 400 x 400 mm
  - Extends: 20.38" (518 mm)
  - Weight: 75 lbs (34 kg)

- **MWRU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 200 x 200 mm up to 895 x 506 mm
  - Extends: 24.88" (632 mm)
  - Weight: 125 lbs (56.7 kg)
  - PWRU™ (also available)

- **MCSU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 200 x 200 mm up to 895 x 506 mm
  - Extends: 24.88" (632 mm)
  - Weight: 125 lbs (56.7 kg)

- **71” PWRU™ (also available) Extends 24.88” (63.2 cm)**

**Swing Arm Mounts**

- **XTMU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 71”
  - Weight: 200 lbs (90.7 kg)

- **LTMU™**

- **MTMU™**

**Panasonic Mounts (also available)**

- **PDRU™**
  - Mounting Pattern Range: 200 x 200 mm up to 862 x 517 mm
  - Extends: 38.38" (949 mm)
  - Weight: 200 lbs (90.7 kg)
  - PNRU™ (also available)

- **PNRU™ (also available)**
  - Extends 24.88 (63.2 cm)

- **PDCU™ (also available)**
  - Dual Ceiling Mount up to 350 lbs (158.7 kg)

**Panasonic Mounts (also available)**

- **PDCU™ (also available)**
  - Dual Ceiling Mount up to 350 lbs (158.7 kg)
PCSU™ RapidFire™ dual disconnect system for fast installation and lamp/filter access

MicroZone™ adjustment for fast and precise projector registration

Q-Lock™ integrated security

Custom and universal interface options

PF1™

Mounting Pattern Range
200 x 200 mm up to 862 x 517 mm

71” 200 lbs (90.7 kg)

PF2™ (also available)
Dual Display Stand for displays up to 71” and 200 lbs (90.7 kg)

PFC™

Mounting Pattern Range
200 x 200 mm up to 862 x 517 mm

71” 200 lbs (90.7 kg)

PFM™

Mounting Pattern Range
200 x 200 mm up to 862 x 517 mm

71” 200 lbs (90.7 kg)

RPA Elite™

Mounting Pattern Range
200 x 200 mm up to 862 x 517 mm

60 lbs (22.7 kg)

- RapidFire™ dual disconnect system for fast installation and lamp/filter access
- MicroZone™ adjustment for fast and precise projector registration
- Q-Lock™ integrated security
- Custom and universal interface options
FUSION SERIES MOUNTS

DISCOVER THE 4 C’S OF MOUNTING

1. CENTERLESS™ LATERAL SHIFT
   Get up to 16” of post-installation lateral shift - 8” left/right of uprights.

2. CONTROLZONE™ HEIGHT & ROLL ADJUSTMENT
   Fine-tune height and leveling after the mount is installed by inserting an Allen key into the ports located at the top of the uprights.

3. CENTRIS™ LOW-PROFILE TILT
   Provides effortless tilting by using the center of gravity to balance the screen – no tools necessary!

4. CLICKCONNECT™ TOOL-LESS LATCHING
   Hear an audible click when the screen safely engages with the mount. Use the built-in cable stand to gain easy access under the screen.

ADD ACCESSORIES TO CREATE A CUSTOM CONFIGURATION

* FCK008 recommended when installing 37-42” screens on L-series of Fusion. All others can use the FCK016.
** Can be used with FCS100, FCC100 or FVS100/150 shelves.
ACCESSORY SHELVES

PAC102B™
- Shelf for pole installations
- Weight Capacity: 20 lbs (9.1 kg)
- All mounting hardware included for 1.5” NPT installation

PAC150™
- Video conferencing shelf
- Compatible with 8” (203 mm) and 14” (356 mm) Q-Latch pattern mounts
- Weight Capacity: 10 lbs (4.5 kg)
- Height Adjustable: 5.25”

PAC710™
- Carts and stands accessory self
- Easy to install and adjust
- Weight Capacity: 25 lbs (11.34 kg)
- Compatible with PFC, MF1, MF2 and MF products

DUAL DISPLAY ACCESSORY

PAC720™
- Infinitely height adjustment
- Ships fully assembled
- Weight Capacity: 200 lbs (90.7 kg)
- Compatible with PFC, and PF1 products.

SPEAKER ADAPTERS

PACCC1™
- Fully assembled
- Low profile
- Expandable for 30 - 50” Flat Panels
- Compatible with 8” (203 mm) and 14” (356 mm) Q-Latch patterns

PACLR1™
- Fully assembled
- Low profile
- Expandable for 30 - 50” Flat Panels
- Compatible with 8” (203 mm) and 14” (356 mm) Q-Latch patterns

MEDIA ADAPTER

PAC251™
- Adapts to 14” (356 mm) Q-Latch pattern
- Easy access to drives and connections
- Compatible with media devices up to: (WxHxD) 14.5 x 16 x 4.5” (368 x 406 x 114 mm)

MAC251™ for M-series Q-Latch products

EXTENSION COLUMNS

CMS™ Fixed & Adjustable
- Fixed or Adjustable Extension Columns available
- Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
- Cable management
- Available in black, silver and white

CEILING PLATES

CMA372™
- Offset Unistrut Adapter
- Features offset for transactioning cables out of extension columns
- Including spring nuts and bolts to attach to 1.63” (41 mm unistrut
- Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)

CMA330™
- Offset Ceiling Plate
- Offset provides cable exit when mounting to flat ceiling surfaces
- Offset Height: 1.75” (45 mm)
- Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)

CMA395™
- Angled Ceiling Plate
- Adjustable for installaion on angled ceilings
- Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
- Available in black and white
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